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MeSSAge froM the SeAttle ChApter preSident

JACQUe doAne
president

Since 1978, the Seattle Chapter of ArCS foundation has awarded graduate 

fellowships to outstanding United States citizens completing phd degrees in 

science, engineering and medical research at the University of Washington and 

Washington State University. over $12.2 million has been contributed by the Seattle 

Chapter to talented students pursuing their dreams to solve the scientific challenges 

facing our world today. these monies have given our state’s research universities 

a competitive edge as they recruit the nation’s finest doctoral candidates to their 

premier programs. 

research conducted at the University of Washington and Washington State 

University will continue to have a significant impact locally, nationally and 

globally. ArCS scholars address compelling research topics, teach and mentor 

undergraduates, and also attract and energize world-class faculty. in today’s 

increasingly competitive global economic climate, the startling evidence that U.S. 

world leadership in science and engineering is declining makes support of the ArCS 

mission crucial.

it is said that our economic future rests in ideas that incubate in our research 

institutions. these ideas will be generated by the best and the brightest young 

scientists. As we celebrate the 2011 ArCS fellows, please consider partnering with 

us to sustain the vitality of our state’s scientific presence by making an investment 

in the next class of outstanding doctoral candidates who will expand the frontiers 

of science. the return on your investment has great promise, both in scientific 

advances and economic development. 

Sincerely,contents

discovery consists of seeing what everybody has seen, 

but thinking what nobody has thought.

     — Albert Szent-gyorgi
“
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donAte to ArCS!
help A yoUng SCientiSt reACh for the StArS

ARCS Foundation, Inc. is a non-profit organization incorporated in 1978. Tax ID 91-1042292.

to leArn More AboUt hoW yoU CAn MAke A gift, 
pleASe ContACt the SeAttle ChApter At:

Seattle Chapter
ArCS® foundation, inc.
private Mailbox 429
4616 25th Avenue n.e.
Seattle, WA 98105

e-mail: information@seattlearcsfoundation.org
Website: www.seattlearcsfoundation.org
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please join us in supporting our state’s vibrant intellectual and 
scientific community with a gift to the Seattle Chapter of ArCS 
foundation. your gift will support the best of our nation’s science 
and engineering graduate students, and is an opportunity to 
impact America’s scientific and economic future.

gifts of any size are greatly appreciated and will help support 
our scholars. there are also special opportunities to fund named 
fellowships as detailed below.

fUnd An ArCS foUndAtion felloWShip $17,500

 funds one scholar's fellowship for three years.

endoW An ArCS foUndAtion felloWShip $100,000

 funds one endowed fellowship in perpetuity.

MAtChing opportUnitieS  

Through the generosity of the UW and WSU, any donor wishing to 
create an Endowed ARCS Foundation Fellowship will be entitled 
to matching funds. Please contact us to learn more about this 
worthwhile opportunity.

33thirty-three yeArS of AdvAnCing SCienCe in AMeriCA™
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the Seattle Chapter of ArCS foundation was founded in 1978 as 
part of ArCS foundation national, a group of over 1,700 visionary 
women in 17 chapters around the United States who encourage 
the worldwide advancement of science and technology by funding 
scholar awards for undergraduate and graduate students in the areas 
of science, engineering and medical research.

Motivated by a unique combination of social consciousness, 
intellectual curiosity and generosity, ArCS foundation has awarded 
nearly $78.6 million in awards to 13,653 scholars at 52 universities 
nationwide.

A dynamic, committed membership has made the Seattle Chapter one 
of the most successful in the nation, and both the UW and WSU view 

CUM ULAT I vE  g I v Ing  (FY 1979-2011) EnDOWMEnT  H ISTORY  (number of Endowments FY 1991-2011)

their relationship with ArCS foundation as a strategic partnership. 
the Seattle Chapter has been part of the University of Washington 
community for 33 years and Washington State University for over 11 
years; its annual funding of scholars has grown from $1000 in the 
first year to over $600,000 in 2011. 

in 1990, the Seattle Chapter initiated a matching fund strategy 
to create endowments to fund ArCS foundation fellowships. As 
a result, generous donors to the Seattle Chapter have utilized 
matching funds from the UW and WSU to create 24 endowments 
of more than $100,000 each. through these endowed named 
fellowships, a donor can support ArCS scholar awards in perpetuity.  
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graduate program in
     neurobiology and behavior
An ArCS foundation-Supported department
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College oF The envIRonmenT
School of Aquatic & Fishery Sciences
School of oceanography
earth & Space Sciences
School of Forest Resources
Atmospheric Sciences

gRADuATe SChool (InTeRDISCIplInARy)
molecular & Cellular Biology
neurobiology & Behavior
pathobiology
Quantitative ecology & Resource management (QeRm)

SChool oF meDICIne
medical Scientist Training program (mSTp)

SChool oF nuRSIng

SChool oF phARmACy

SChool oF puBlIC heAlTh
Biostatistics
environmental health
epidemiology
Institute for public health genetics
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in 1996, with the goal to develop top neuroscientists to 

advance the understanding of human learning, memory 

and behavior, the University of Washington established an 

interdisciplinary psychology and pharmacology-oriented 

curriculum now known as the graduate program in 

neurobiology and behavior (gpnb).

gpnb training draws from a variety of topics, techniques 

and perspectives, and includes over 120 faculty members 

from more than 20 different departments within the School 

of Medicine, College of Arts and Sciences and College of 

engineering — their collaborative efforts crossing traditional 

boundaries. this interdisciplinary approach to teaching and 

research is a major reason the University of Washington is 

one of the top public research institutions in the country.

ten to twelve top-caliber phd students are annually selected 

for gpnb admission, with ArCS foundation Seattle Chapter 

fellowships often playing a key role in their recruitment. 

the work of these dedicated young neuroscientists has 

already improved our understanding of the neurobiology of 

degenerative diseases like stroke, and has enormous potential 

to uncover important insights into our sensory system and 

other neurodegenerative and psychiatric disorders.

MESSAgE FROM THE PRESIDEnT 
OF THE UnIvERSITY OF WASHIngTOn
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unIveRSITy oF WAShIngTon 
FelloWShIp SuppoRT AReAS
The Seattle Chapter of ARCS Foundation 
currently supports uW students in the 
following departments and schools:

College oF ARTS & SCIenCeS
Applied mathematics 
Astronomy
Biology
Chemistry
mathematics
physics
Statistics

College oF engIneeRIng
Aeronautics & Astronautics 
Chemical engineering
Civil & environmental engineering
Computer Science & engineering
electrical engineering
Industrial engineering
materials Science & engineering
mechanical engineering  

dear ArCS Members,

the University of Washington’s partnership with the Seattle Chapter 
of ArCS foundation remains a vital and valued alliance. thanks 
to ArCS’ exceptional commitment to graduate education and its 
enterprising funding model, the University continues to recruit, retain 
and graduate top-tier scholars and leaders in science and technology, 
men and women who will play critical roles in our future.

ArCS foundation fellowships are among the UW’s most effective 
resources, providing annual financial support of more than $600,000.  
over the years, ArCS donors have created 22 endowed fellowships 
at our institution while continuing to advance our shared quest to 
fulfill America’s need for scientists and engineers — a high priority 
during this new era of globalization, domestic economic concerns and 
increased international academic competition.  We are definitely not 
alone in recognizing the potential gains from today’s investment in 
graduate education.

As i begin my first school year at the UW, i am honored to thank you 
for your remarkable legacy of philanthropy. the synergy fostered 
by your generosity, leadership and intellectual curiosity is leading 
to innovation and discoveries with the potential for huge positive 
impacts on many fronts. i commend you on the extraordinary 
opportunities and achievements made possible by your support.

Sincerely yours,

MICHAEL k. YOUng
President
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third Year Fellows
nAme DonoR FIelD oF STuDy
olga afanasiev the stevens Family   Md/Phd - Pathology
russell Berg  althea stroum arCs endowment   Md/Phd  - Molecular & Cellular Biology
Katie Brempelis Jean Chisholm lindsey Memorial Fellowship   Pathobiology
anna Brosius washington research Foundation   Md/Phd - Genome sciences
Francine Buckner sandra C. Carlson & Julie tall   Nursing
alex Cayco-Gajic eve & Chap alvord   applied Mathematics 
hilary hayford Betty Bottler  Biology
Joseph hiatt the Barbo Family  Md/Phd - Genome sciences
KathiJo Jankowski washington research Foundation   aquatic & Fishery sciences
Megan Karalus the PaCCar Foundation   Mechanical engineering
Nemiah ladd lisa & Mike losh Family   oceanography
daniel leventhal Jeffrey P. Bezos   Computer science & engineering
Christopher McMurdie Kathy & richard Petrait Mathematics
amit Misra Nancy & doug Norberg arCs endowment   astronomy
rebecca o'Connor linda & tony whatley Nursing 
Gallia Painter the Nick & leslie hanauer Foundation  atmospheric sciences 
laurel Peelle Camille & Jim Uhlir arCs endowment   Forest resources
Glennis rayermann washington research Foundation   Chemistry
Kristin Beima-sofie Carlyn & George steiner arCs endowment epidemiology
sarah swarts  alta & stan Barer   Md/Phd - immunology

Mary kay McCaw
“various friends of mine have children afflicted with diseases such 

as cystic fibrosis, huntington’s and juvenile diabetes,” says Mary 

kay McCaw, “or parents suffering with dementia or Alzheimer’s. 

this sparked my interest in genetic research.” Compassion for these 

friends prompted Mary kay to generously fund an ArCS endowment 

at the University of Washington last year.

the Seattle Chapter of ArCS foundation is committed to the long-

term future of its funding, and endowments are an important 

element. A fully-funded named endowment promises that a new 

graduate student is funded for three years on a continuous basis in 

perpetuity. Since 1999, 24 ArCS foundation named endowments, 

including Mary kay’s, have been established at the University of 

Washington and Washington State University.

ArCS endowments help ensure that bright minds will continue to 

focus on diseases that are currently considered incurable, and on 

other scientific issues facing our world. “We have some extremely 

talented students who struggle to keep going, but with just a 

little help many of them can continue to passionately pursue their 

research,” says Mary kay. What does she hope will be the potential 

outcome of her endowment? the answer is simple. “to help retain 

talented students in their fields of study, working toward cures.”

FELLOWSUniverSity of WAShington
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First Year Fellows
nAme DonoR FIelD oF STuDy
tolulope abe althea stroum arCs endowment industrial engineering
Caroline Bennette Marnie & Jeremy stamper Pharmacy
Kevin Bielawski North Coast electric Company Mechanical engineering
Jackie Corbitt  Chisholm Foundation arCs endowment  Physics
Michael duyzend  Marcia McGreevy lewis & robert d. lewis, M.d. Md/Phd - Genome sciences
anna engstrom debbi & John wilson with Jenny & scott wyatt environmental health
Musetta Chang-Chi Fu Uw Nursing recognition Fellowship- Nursing
      dean Marla salmon 
alexandra Grier the Barbo Family Md/Phd - immunology
Jakob Kotas washington research Foundation applied Mathematics
daisy Krakowiak-redd alida & Christopher latham epidemiology 
elena latorre-esteves Micki & robert Flowers arCs endowment  Molecular & Cellular Biology
John lee harriett & John Morton Physics
Max libbrecht washington research Foundation  Computer science & engineering
      arCs endowment
Bradley Markle Betty Bottler   earth space & sciences
alexander Mcavoy Carol wright  Mathematics
andrea McQuate Carmen & Carver Gayton Neurobiology & Behavior 
Maximo Menchaca  Gerald J. Baldasty diversity atmospheric sciences
edward Michor Candice rosenberg Peterson arCs endowment  Chemical engineering
Caitlin Milligan lynn & Mikal thomsen  Md/Phd - immunology
alipi Naydenov Keith & Mary Kay McCaw Family arCs endowment Md/Phd - Neurobiology & Behavior
Kiva oken washington research Foundation Quantitative ecology & resource  
  Management
Paneen Petersen Graduate school diversity epidemiology
stephanie rosse sroufe-Barnes Family  Public health Genetics
Joseph sanchez Phyllis wise Molecular & Cellular Biology
Michael schwendeman Virginia M. dickenson Memorial arCs endowment  Civil engineering
liza shoenfeld Nora & allan davis  Neurobiology & Behavior
anna simpson Pendleton & elisabeth Carey Miller  Forest resources
      Charitable Foundation  
Mary solbrig washington research Foundation Mathematics
lisa taylor-swanson arCs light in honor of Janet McNae Nursing
Michael tremmel Jean Chisholm lindsey Memorial Fellowship astronomy
Caroline weller  Betty lou & irwin treiger Chemistry
william Chad Young Zevenbergen Capital investments llC  statistics

seCoNd Year Fellows
nAme DonoR FIelD oF STuDy
Maria agapova the Barbo Family  Pharmacy
eric alcid washington research Foundation Fellowship  Md/Phd - Molecular & Cellular Biology
     in honor of Calvert Knudsen and Julia lee 
Carolyn auchter eve & Chap alvord in honor of  Physics
     elias Chapman alvord iii   
lara Backman Jill & william ruckelshaus   Molecular & Cellular Biology
heather Barnett Margaret Breen & stewart landefeld Md/Phd - Neurobiology & Behavior
Bridget Bertoni washington research Foundation   Physics
Chloe Bracis lee & Mike Brown   Quantitative ecology & resource 
  Management
Peter Caday the walker Family arCs endowment Mathematics
alison Fohner lynn Pigott Mowe in honor of Yvonne Pigott   Public health Genetics
Claire Gonzalez Zevenbergen Capital investments llC   Molecular & Cellular Biology/Go-MaP
Frances hocutt washington research Foundation   Materials science & engineering
Michael Karcher arCs seattle Chapter Fellow statistics
sam Kaufman arCs seattle Chapter Fellow Computer science & engineering 
Pamela Kohler ruth & william P. Gerberding arCs endowment   Nursing
akash Kumar Vicki & Gary Glant arCs endowment   Md/Phd - Genome sciences
John laMacchia eleanor & Charles Nolan   Md/Phd - Molecular & Cellular Biology
sharon Mcrae anne simpson & Charlie Conner with  Nursing/Go-MaP 
     Kathy & Brooks simpson 
alison Mehravari Mary dunnam    Neurobiology & Behavior
hilary Palevsky arCs seattle Chapter in honor of anne Zubko oceanography
edith Pierre-Jerome  Nancy Mee & dennis evans Biology 
diana Pietri Marlene & John durbin    Forest resources
lara Pracht MaC Consortium arCs endowment   Civil & environmental engineering
Kyle rector Becky & Jack Benaroya arCs endowment   Computer science & engineering 
Jeff rutter Christensen o’Connor Johnson Kindness   Quantitative ecology & resource 
  Management
erica sanchez Nora davis & lorraine Monick Molecular & Cellular Biology/Go-MaP
stephanie seeman Vicki Griffin, Marnie Briggs, Carol Briggs,  Neurobiology & Behavior
     andrea thoreson, Barbara Kirk 
daniel shapero  Candice rosenberg Peterson arCs endowment   applied Mathematics
Megan stachura Camille & Jim Uhlir arCs endowment   aquatic & Fishery sciences
Matthew strathman althea stroum arCs endowment  electrical engineering
Carolyn Valdez Joanne & Bruce Montgomery arCs endowment   Chemistry
Nicole Van abel Jim & Nancy woods environmental health
sunniva Zaratkiewicz Becky & Jack Benaroya arCs endowment   Nursing

“
—  d r .  e l i o t  b r e n o W i t z ,  C o - d i r e C t o r ,  U W  g r A d U At e  p r o g r A M  i n  n e U r o b i o l o g y  A n d  b e h Av i o r

the quality of the graduate program in neurobiology 

and behavior is definitely enhanced by our ability 

to offer ArCS fellowships to star applicants, and 

we are most grateful to the Seattle Chapter of the 

ArCS foundation for providing us with this valuable 

recruitment tool.



Carolyn valdez
“it’s like we’re experimenting with the earth, putting in more 

carbon dioxide than ever before,“ says Carolyn valdez. “it doesn’t 

feel right, and it’s my generation’s responsibility to do something.”

in her second year of an ArCS foundation endowed fellowship 

at the University of Washington donated by Joanne and bruce 

Montgomery, Carolyn is pursuing a phd in inorganic chemistry. her 

focus is electron transfer. “by understanding how charges move 

in materials, we can make photo electric cells more efficient and 

possibly cheaper,” she says, “and maybe create energy sources that 

are carbon neutral.”

Carolyn’s interest is in a metal oxide in the form of a nanoparticle. 

“Metal oxides are natural semiconductors,” she says. their ability 

to absorb light generates energy in solar cells, and this could help 

replace traditional fuels that are expensive and polluting. Metal 

oxide applications currently use thin layers of film, but nanoparticles 

may be a better choice because of their large surface area. “More 

surface equals more efficiency,” Carolyn explains.

Carolyn appreciates her ArCS foundation funding because it allows 

her to focus on the research, teaching and mentoring that are 

profoundly important to her. “i want to spread the word about 

educational opportunities,” she says. “that it’s possible to be part of 

the solution.” thanks to ArCS foundation, she is doing just that. 

98

everyone knows that major motion picture studios work movie 

magic. Actors appear to fly by digitally “erasing” the rigging that 

suspends them in midair, for example. but altering the images 

captured by a video camera is expensive and time-consuming —

and is usually reserved for studios with big budgets.

daniel leventhal is trying to change that. in the third year of 

a Jeff bezos-funded ArCS foundation fellowship in computer 

science and engineering at the University of Washington, daniel 

is working on a new video-editing tool. this tool will allow 

independent and amateur videographers to remove unwanted 

objects from their films, providing small filmmakers the same 

ability to create “magic” currently reserved for major studios.

daniel’s interest is computational photography — how computers 

and math can be applied to enhance, augment or combine video 

in new ways. “it’s great because i get to do programming and 

math, and i get pretty pictures at the end of the day,” he jokes.

but computational photography problems require high caliber 

cameras. “i couldn’t begin to afford the equipment on my own,” 

he says, “but my ArCS money allows me to purchase what i need 

to continue my work. the financial support,” he enthuses, “has 

been really great.”  

daniel leventhal
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puget Sound energy
A proud partner of ArCS foundation since 2009, puget 

Sound energy shares the belief that supporting dedicated 

students today will advance science and technology 

tomorrow. As Washington state’s oldest local energy 

utility, pSe is not only dedicated to supporting community 

activities where it serves and operates, it is the largest 

utility-owner of renewable energy sources in the 

northwest. the Seattle Chapter board of ArCS foundation 

experienced a first-hand look at this commitment during 

a pSe-hosted tour of the utility’s innovative renewable 

energy Center at the Wild horse Wind and Solar facility 

near ellensburg.

“Workforce development is critical to our mission of 

providing safe and reliable electric and natural gas service 

to our customers,” says kimberly harris, pSe president 

and Ceo. “from climate change, to renewable energy 

development, to protecting salmon and other wildlife, 

there is vast opportunity for the next generation of 

scientists and engineers to make a difference.”

With more than 1 million electric customers and 750,000 

natural gas customers in 11 Washington counties, pSe 

and its employees have a long history of community 

involvement. over the past five years in king County alone, 

pSe corporate giving and donations from the puget Sound 

energy foundation have totaled more than $3 million to 

charitable organizations. for more information, visit pSe.

com and pSefoundation.org.

department of plant pathology

A new ArCS foundation-Supported 
department

Using environmentally-friendly and sustainable strategies to protect 

crops from destructive diseases, and helping ensure food security 

and safety for people around the world, WSU’s department of 

plant pathology is the 8th WSU department approved to receive 

ArCS funding.  

the department is one of the largest and most comprehensive 

plant pathology graduate programs in the country and plays a 

central role in WSU’s internationally-renowned, multi-disciplinary 

plant sciences program. this multi-disciplinary approach seeks to 

solve some of the grand challenges facing the human population: 

sustainably feeding our expanding global populations, providing 

alternative biofuel sources and mitigating negative environmental 

impacts within the context of changing climate conditions.  

WSU’s plant pathology faculty members conduct both fundamental 

and applied research that is well-integrated into the graduate 

curriculum. they study all major groups of pathogens that cause 

disease in plants — fungi, bacteria, viruses and nematodes — and 

their research and extension efforts benefit a wide range of crops 

from apples to wheat, in both organic and conventional production 

systems.

the Seattle Chapter of ArCS foundation is pleased to add the 

department of plant pathology to the growing list of funded 

departments at WSU.

MESSAgE FROM THE PRESIDEnT
WASHIngTOn STATE UnIvERSITY

elSon S.  floyd, phd
president

The Seattle Chapter of ARCS Foundation 
currently supports WSu students in the following 
departments:

College oF AgRICulTuRAl AnD 
nATIonAl ReSouRCe SCIenCeS
molecular plant Sciences
Crop & Soil Sciences
plant pathology

College oF veTeRInARy meDICIne
veterinary microbiology & pathology
neuroscience
veterinary & Comparative Anatomy,       
       pharmacology & physiology (vCApp)
veterinary Clinical Sciences
School for global Animal health

WAShIngTon STATe unIveRSITy 
FelloWShIp SuppoRT AReAS
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dear ArCS Members,

you play an indispensible role in promoting graduate education 
at Washington State University, and for that you have my sincere 
gratitude. your generosity has made it possible for many promising 
and talented students to pursue their academic ambitions, and 
your continued support is fundamental to our mission to advance 
knowledge through innovative research. it is through this cutting-
edge research that we can enhance the economy of our state, nation 
and world, and improve the quality of life for all people.

our partnership with the Seattle Chapter of ArCS foundation allows 
us to broaden the reach and impact of WSU’s leading doctoral 
programs.  As you continue to expand your commitment to WSU 
through the endowed fellowship in the School for global Animal 
health and the addition of the department of plant pathology, we 
are able to extend that global impact.

WSU is honored to be part of the 33-year tradition of the Seattle 
Chapter of ArCS foundation. your success is our success and, on 
behalf of Washington State University and our many ArCS fellows, 
we thank you for your continued vision and commitment to our 
collective future. 

Sincerely yours,



the rampant use of fossil fuels around the world has sobering 

implications for our environment — but david favero’s research into 

a new biofuel could help reduce that dependence. Working toward 

a phd in molecular plant sciences at Washington State University, 

david’s endowed ArCS foundation fellowship was funded by lynn 

and Mikal thomsen. the plant that captures his interest, camelina, 

could become a new alternative energy source.

Camelina isn’t a food plant and doesn’t require much space to grow, 

making it an attractive biofuel. but it would require irrigation in 

arid climates, so david is investigating enhancing camelina’s ability 

to adapt to harsh growing conditions at the genetic level, by using 

a research plant related to camelina, the Arabidopsis. Arabidopsis 

contains proteins that can bind dnA, meaning it’s possible to change 

how its genes are expressed and, ultimately, what properties the 

plant exhibits. david hopes his research with Aridopsis will ultimately 

lead to camelina becoming a new energy resource.

david’s enthusiasm for ArCS is genuine. “i think ArCS is awesome,” 

he says. “i love attending the annual luncheon and meeting the 

people who provide the funding. i can practice explaining my 

research to a lay audience. i don’t get to do that often, and it’s 

important.”

david favero
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FELLOWS
First Year Fellows
nAme DonoR FIelD oF STuDy
aaron agostini  arCs seattle Chapter Fellow Plant Pathology 
lindsay Fry  trish & Jim rogers Veterinary science
Michael Gonzalez  arCs seattle Chapter Fellow Veterinary science
Kimberly honn  wsU President's award Veterinary science
Benjamin Kilian  arCs seattle Chapter Fellow Molecular Plant science
Nevin lawrence   wsU Graduate school Crop & soil sciences 
Gracen smith  arCs seattle Chapter Fellow Molecular Plant science
Jacquelyn stone  lynn & Mikal thomsen Veterinary science/Gah
Jonathan wachter  amy & Matt rudolf Crop & soil sciences 

seCoNd Year Fellows
nAme DonoR FIelD oF STuDy
sierra Beecher  arCs seattle Chapter in honor of sandra Carlson Molecular Plant science
ryan Boyd  Brookshire-Green Foundation  Molecular Plant science
Margaret highland   Brainerd Family  Veterinary science
allison James   lynn & Mikal thomsen Veterinary science/Gah
erik landry   Catherine Mee  Crop & soil sciences 
diana short   sally Behnke  Veterinary science
lauren wise  Blue Barrier  Veterinary science

third Year Fellows
nAme DonoR FIelD oF STuDy
Carrie schmidt lynn & Mikal thomsen arCs endowment   Veterinary science
david Favero lynn & Mikal thomsen  Molecular Plant science
Claire huntsberry Jacque & rick doane   Veterinary science

WAShington StAte UniverSity

12

our ArCS fellows impact the globe with their innovative, problem-solving 

research in infectious diseases, plant and animal protection, and sustainable 

agriculture. this land grant university’s research is aimed squarely at 

contributing solutions to the great challenges facing our planet — and our 

ArCS fellows are on the front line of these research efforts.”
“

—  d r .  h o WA r d  g r i M e S ,  v i C e  p r e S i d e n t  f o r  r e S e A r C h ,  d e A n  o f  t h e  g r A d U At e  S C h o o l ,  WA S h i n g t o n  S tAt e  U n i v e r S i t y
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ArCS light AWArd

ArCS light reCipientS

Susan Adkins
bylieu badgley
Marjorie bathum
lolly baugh
Maxine blumenthal
betty bottler
barbara Cable
Sandra Carlson

Marlene durbin
bobbie fowler
Margery friedlander
ruth gerberding
vicki glant
barbara goesling
vicki griffin
patty hall

Jennifer ruesink, ArCS Alum

betty hedreen
Janet Mcnae
Cathy Mullins
Jeannette rockefeller
Candice rosenberg
dottie Simpson
kayla Skinner
Althea Stroum

linda Suzman
ginny thomas
Camille Uhlir
Jill Watkins
Carol Wright
Anne zubko

every year, the Seattle Chapter of ArCS foundation selects a member who has 
made a significant contribution to the success of the chapter as recipient of its 
ArCS “light” Award. this year the chapter is honoring Janet Mcnae, and a 
fellowship has been named in her honor.

Janet has been a member since 2003 and has chaired the annual luncheon and 
served as vp of programs and of Membership. She has also been active in the 
community raising funds for treehouse and for direct relief international.  

After retiring from her own antiques and design business, Janet moved with her 
husband to a permanent home they built on Whidbey island, where she now 
enjoys gardening, entertaining and travel. She is also involved with the Whidbey 
island Center for the Arts and with Whidbey island nourishes, providing lunches 
for local schoolchildren.

“the value of ArCS foundation today is greater than ever,” says Janet. “in a 
rapidly changing world, ArCS foundation helps our universities address these 
changes through research and education. We help fund outstanding graduate 
students who are making important contributions to the quality of life for our 
state and nation.”

“it has been my privilege to be associated with ArCS foundation, and i look 
forward to helping the accomplished women of ArCS continue their mission.”

“that little yellow kayak led me to where i am now — 

studying one of the major global threats to the ocean 

environment,” says dr. Jennifer ruesink. now an associate 

professor in the department of biology at the University 

of Washington, Jennifer was pursuing her phd in zoology 

at the UW in 1992 when an ArCS foundation fellowship 

made possible the purchase of a yellow kayak. She used it 

to access remote, wave-tossed areas on the outer coast of 

vancouver island, studying how pacific oysters were — or 

weren’t — invading the coastline. “it was my first research 

vessel!” she laughs.

those same pacific oysters have an amazing ability to 

escape from cultivation and are now found up and 

down the West Coast. Jennifer still studies them, but in 

an entirely new way; a current project focuses on ocean 

acidification as one hypothesis for a six-year gap in wild 

oyster reproduction in Willapa bay. “Acidification is a 

major threat to the world’s ocean health,” Jennifer notes, 

and shell-forming organisms serve as “the canary in the 

coalmine” for ocean acidification, providing sound insight 

into the impact of changes in ocean chemistry.

“With that yellow kayak, ArCS fostered my access to a 

dynamic ecosystem, and therefore my curiosity about the 

oysters that are now providing a wealth of information 

regarding our changing oceans,” she concludes.
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e. coli has been in the news regularly since 1993, when hundreds 

were sickened after eating tainted beef; the recent outbreak in 

germany was even more severe. Carrie Schmidt, pursuing a phd in 

veterinary science at Washington State University and recipient of an 

ArCS foundation fellowship, is looking at a new way to reduce e. coli 

outbreaks.

“i’m trying to prevent cattle from becoming infected at all,” says 

Carrie. “if we can stop infections from happening, we can make the 

food supply safer and reduce the economic impact on farmers.”

Carrie is manipulating environmental microfauna — protozoa — in 

the cattle’s water troughs, trying to find strains of protozoa that 

will eat the bacteria that are harmful to humans. once those strains 

are identified, farmers could add the protozoa to their herds’ water 

troughs, potentially eliminating harmful e. coli bacteria before they 

are ingested by cattle.

it was Carrie’s interest in agriculture and dairy cattle that led her to 

WSU. “WSU is known for its work on food-borne diseases and the 

global food supply,” she comments. “there aren’t many schools that 

focus on that, especially in large animals like cattle.”

She adds that her ArCS foundation funding “allowed me to go into 

research fulltime and do something i’m really interested in. i’m very 

grateful.”

Carrie Schmidt



DONORSnAMED FELLOWSHIPS

Named Fellowships are created by donors who 
understand the difference multi-year awards can 
make in recruiting and supporting world-class 
graduate students. these donors have each 
contributed $17,500 over three years to fund and 
name a Fellowship. a Named Fellowship also provides 
a donor with a unique opportunity to engage with an 
individual scholar and to support his or her research.

eve & Chap alvord (9th)
eve & Chap alvord in honor of elias Chapman 
 alvord iii (10th)
arCs seattle Chapter in honor of sandra Carlson
arCs seattle Chapter in honor of Janet McNae
arCs seattle Chapter in honor of anne Zubko
the Barbo Family (4th-6th)
Gerald J. Baldasty diversity Fellowship 
alta & stan Barer (2nd)
Blue Barrier
sally Behnke (3rd)
Jeffrey P. Bezos (5th)
Betty Bottler (3rd & 4th)
Brainerd Family (2nd)
Margaret Breen & stewart landefeld (2nd)
Brookshire-Green Foundation (2nd)
lee & Mike Brown (3rd)
sandra C. Carlson (2nd) & Julie tall (3rd)
Christensen o’Connor Johnson Kindness (6th)

the Seattle Chapter of ArCS foundation thanks its many donors who are 

supporting fellowships in the 2011-2012 academic year. these contributions 

allow the University of Washington and Washington State University to 

recruit and support the most outstanding graduate students.

Nora davis & lorraine Monick
Nora & allan davis (2nd)
Jacque & rick doane (2nd)
Mary dunnam (2nd)
Marlene & John durbin (4th)
Vicki Griffin, Marnie Briggs, Carol Briggs, andrea
thoreson, Barbara Kirk
Carmen & Carver Gayton
the Nick & leslie hanauer Foundation (2nd)
alida & Christopher latham
Marcia McGreevy lewis & robert d. lewis, M.d.
Jean Chisholm lindsey Memorial Fellowship 
 (5th & 6th)
lisa & Mike losh Family (3rd)
Catherine Mee
Nancy Mee & dennis evans
harriett & John Morton
lynn Pigott Mowe in honor of Yvonne Pigott (3rd)
eleanor & Charles Nolan (2nd)
North Coast electric Company
the PaCCar Foundation (4th)
the Pendleton & elisabeth Carey Miller Charitable
Foundation (5th)
Kathy & richard Petrait
trish & Jim rogers (2nd)
Jill & william ruckelshaus (3rd)
amy & Matt rudolf
anne simpson & Charlie Conner 
 with Kathy & Brooks simpson
sroufe-Barnes Family (3rd)

Marnie & Jeremy stamper
the stevens Family (2nd)
lynn & Mikal thomsen (5th – 9th)
Betty lou & irwin treiger
Uw Graduate school diversity Fellowship
Uw Nursing recognition Fellowship - dean Marla 

salmon
washington research Foundation (72nd - 81st)
washington research Foundation Fellowship 
 in honor of Calvert Knudsen and Julia lee
washington state University Graduate school
washington state University President’s award
linda & tony whatley
debbi & John wilson with Jenny & scott wyatt
Phyllis wise 
Jim & Nancy woods
Carol wright (6th)
Zevenbergen Capital investments llC (11th - 13th)

we are pleased to acknowledge our generous donors
who have already established Fellowships for the
2012-2013 academic year.

the Barbo Family (7th)
the Barton Family (3rd)
Jacque & rick doane (3rd)
Zevenbergen Capital investments llC (14th)

EnDOWMEnTS

nAmeD FelloWShIpS

(*denotes the number of Fellowships the donor has funded.)
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the Seattle Chapter of ArCS foundation 
is committed to providing stable financial 
support for our graduate students. A donor 
may create an endowed named fellowship 
with a gift of $100,000 or more. by creating an 
endowment, a donor supports new graduate 
student fellowships in perpetuity at the UW or 
WSU. thanks to the extraordinary generosity 
of the donors listed below, the Seattle Chapter 
has been able to establish 24 endowed named 
fellowships since 1990. Most of these generous 
donors have benefited from matching funds 
from the State of Washington, University of 
Washington and Washington State University.

rosa ayer (4th)
aven Foundation (2nd)
Becky & Jack Benaroya (10th)
the Chisholm Foundation (7th)
Virginia M. dickenson Memorial (2nd)
the Fairway Fund (4th)
Micki & robert Flowers (4th)
Margery Friedlander (4th)
Vicki & Gary Glant (5th)
ruth & william Gerberding (7th)
Gladys harrington in honor 
 of eve alvord (10th)
MaC Consortium (2nd)
Keith & Mary Kay McCaw
Joanne & Bruce Montgomery (8th)
Nancy & doug Norberg (1st)
Candice rosenberg Peterson (10th)
dorothy lewis simpson (12th)
Carlyn & George steiner (6th)
althea stroum (21st)
lynn & Mikal thomsen (9th)
Camille & Jim Uhlir (9th)
Maggie & doug walker (5th)
washington research Foundation (81st)
John w. and elaine a. Zevenbergen, sr. (14th)

(*denotes the number of Fellowships the donor has funded.)

$10,000 - $17,499

Microsoft
University of washington
washington research 

Foundation
washington state University

$5,000 - $9,999

the Boeing Company
Fred hutchinson Cancer 

research Center
Goldman sachs
Physio Control
Peggy & Bob wilkerson

$2,500 - $4,999

Costco wholesale
Mt. eden investment advisors
wyman Youth trust
seattle Children's

UP to $2,499

Nancy & Craig abramson
wilma acheson
diana & Chris ackerley
NaKenge adisa
susan & doug adkins
Marjorie & Michael alhadeff
Margie & Jim allison
Marybeth alwood
susan & Charles armstrong
robert ash
Mary & ronald axtell
Julie Backous
Karen Badgley
Bylieu Badgley
Nancy & william J. Bain, Jr.
sarah Barton
allison & william Bass
Marjorie Bathum
Jan & donald Bauermeister
Kathryn & Bruce Beal
Beverly & Michel Beaulne
Judi Beck
Janice Bede
Peter holland & emily Beller
Maureen & Joel Benoliel
Vicki Billington
Jann Blackbourn
ann Blume
sissy Bouchard
Bruce Bradburn
Ms. heather Brewer
drucilla & stewart Briggs

thank you to the following generous donors who made gifts between July 1, 2010 
and June 30, 2011 (excluding contributors of named fellowships and endowed 
named fellowships who are listed on the preceding page).

richard Briggs
Carol & Jack Briggs
elizabeth & Bill Brinkley
Caryn Buck
diane & ernest Burgess
Barbara & thomas Cable
Barbara Cahill
amy Cai
Ms. Karen Cameron
alicia Carnevali
Marcia Charlton
stacy Chatfield
anna & Charles Chesnut
Jeannine Christofilis
Young hae Chu
Christi Clark
ann lokey & Mark Clausen
Judy & steven Clifford
linda Cody
elizabeth & Marc Cordova
shaun & reed Corry
adam Crowley
Vicki & larry Culver
Catherine Cunningham
Marjorie danz
deborah davis
Brooke & Bertrand 

deBoutray
Cecile delafield
suzette deturenne
Pamela devries
Marilyn dillard
Marilyn donohoe
Bonnie J. dunbar
Paige dunn
Mary dunnam
sophia eitel & dave Mcshea
alden Garrett & Charles 

eriksen
Vicki Fabre
Pat Fallon
Cindy Farrar
stacie Feinstein
Judi Finney
ellen & donald Fisher
Catherine Fisher
dorothy Fluke
Claire Forster
Jana Foushee
Barbara Fowler
Carolyn Friedman
Candace & James Funk
doris h. Gaudette
Max Gellert
Jennifer Georges
thomas Gething

deborah Girdler
Buzz & Peg Gitelson
wendy Glant
Barbara Goesling
Jackie Goldfarb
Joy Goodenough
Pamela & Joshua Green
Beverly & Curtis Greenberg
diane & howard Grimes
lyn & Gerald Grinstein
Jasmine Gu
sheryl & richard Gudaitis
david hadley
Cheryl & david hadley
leah hair
Patty hall
Myra hanover
Katherine hanson
Melanie hassler
Cathi & Kenneth hatch
Janise hawes
Jane & James hawkanson
Betty & richard hedreen
linda & robert helsell
Cindy henning
Mary & tom herche
ana hergert
wanda herndon
Jennifer & John higgins
Joan hirshberg
diane hodgson
Marion & Craig hopkins
rondi horrobin
amanda horst
Maria elaine hughes
Mary ellen & Patrick hughes
Janet huguenin
winky & Peter hussey
ruth & william ingham
John & Marli iverson
Barbara Jacobson
Mary ann & henry James
Beverly & donald Jefferson
Paule r. & Niels P. Jensen
deborah Jensen & steven 

Malloch
helen & howard Johnson
Kristin & logan Johnson
Pam Johnson
Christina Jones & robert 

lilleness
Kristine anne raymond & david 

Joneschild
Betsy & henry Judson
susan Kaluzny
robin Kellogg

Caritas Kennedy
Meredith & david Kenyon
Janet Ketcham
sylvia Ketcham
stacy & doug King
Barbara & Judd Kirk
Cori & John Kirkpatrick
Connie & Gus Kravas
Kaycee & Michael Krysty
Yvonne lamey
Christine lamson
shelley Pemberton laramore & 

George laramore
Nathan & Malia Kelleran larson
Charlotte & Charles larson
M.J. & ross leventhal
stacey levitan
Joy lewis
dana Frank & steve looney
edward George lowry iii
Kelly MacPherson & robert levy
Cathy & Bill Mahony
Jacqueline & Peter Mansfield
Connie Niva & Jud Marquardt
dean & sally Martin
Kay & Charles Maryatt
dinah hutchinson McCall
Julie McClain
ann McCutchan
diane & Kirby Mcdonald
Meaghan stamper McKaige
elizabeth McKallor
Kristin McKee
Barbara McKeon
Nancy Mclaren
Janet & rod McNae
Kathy & Michael McQuaid
david Midgley
terri olson Miller
deborah & Yves Mizrahi
Phoebe ann Moore
sally & John Morbeck
amy & Joseph Morel
diana G. Morelli
sarah Morgan
linda & Michael Morgan
alexandra & Charles Morse
Marla & albert Moss
Butchie & alan Neely
tina & Karl Neiders
Jennifer Nemhauser
susan Nevler
anne stamper
Marilee & stewart stern
Carla Nichols
Melissa Nielsen

sheila Noonan & Peter hartley
tracy ostrem
Catherine Parker
Jean & richard Patton
Myrna & arnold Payne
lindsay & alex Pedersen
Molly Pengra
Betty Peth
anne & steve Phelps
Judith Pierce
Yvonne & Charles Pigott
Kelley Pillow
riley & Nancy Pleas Family 

Foundation
Charlie Pollnow
Michael Podlin
angela Polin
asia Pollner
susan & william Potts
sarah Puckett
Gail ransom
Vicki & edward rauscher
Charlotte reed
Mario & elizabeth ribera
Kim richter
Melissa ries
laurie riley
Caroll ritter
Charlotte riviera
Catherine & thurston roach
stacy Chatfield & John t. roach 
Catherine & thurston roach
James robart
elizabeth & Jonathan roberts
Catherine roche
tony rojas
Vicki rosellini
deborah & douglas rosen
Jeanie & Bill rosen
Gladys rubinstein
wendy & stockton rush
allison & Ned sander
M.a. & Bruce sangeorzan
Karen santz
Faye & herman sarkowsky
ty & douglas scheumann
Virginia schmidt
Janet & Nicholas schmitt
esther & walter schoenfeld
laurie schuchart
anne schwager
rick seim
dorothy sellers
Miriam sevy
ann shanahan
Nancy lea skelsey

THANK YOU!
2011-2012 arcs seattle chapter Officers

president Jacque doane
      immediate Past President Micki Flowers
      advisors-at-large delphine stevens
 anne Zubko

Vp communications &  
      corporate secretary Cori Kirkpatrick 
       Joanne Montgomery 
      advisor Vicki Glant 

Vp Development alexandra Brookshire
 amy rudolf  
      individual solicitation  susan adkins 
      renewals/donor relations Camille Uhlir
      Corporate & Foundation lesa sroufe 
      Cultivation Brooke deBoutray

Vp finance Bonnie dunbar
      investment oversight Carlyn steiner

Vp Membership Marcia lewis 
 elizabeth rudolf
      New Member liaison debbie wilson

Vp programs sandy Carlson 
 lynn Mowe 

Vp University relations M.a. sangeorzan 
      Coordinator - Uw linda warson
      Coordinator - wsU Carmen Gayton
      student liaison Nancy Mee

Director of long-range planning susan Potts

Director of Nominations Micki Flowers

2011 annual luncheon debbie Mizrahi  
 andrea thoreson  
 Marnie Briggs stamper
 Brooke deBoutray

2012 Gala Beth toomey
 Jennifer west higgins
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Jana sleight
debra taylor smith
Marian smith
Marilyn smith
Mary snyder
william squires
helene sroat
Geoff & Mollie stamper
Mari stamper
Brea thompson starmer
Julie stein
Grace John stewart
Joan strecker
Kim street
Jane suzick
linda suzman
Ginny & George thomas
Kay thoreson
andrea & eric thoreson
Mary thornton
Colleen & Gail thulen
Caren & John tidwell
Judy tobin
Julie tokashiki
Betty tong
Beth toomey
sarah & russell tousley
M. eliza davidson & 

randolph Urmston
Vaughan Briggs Family
Jean Viereck & robert 

leventhal
lisa Vipond
Marka Jenkins waechter & 

John waechter
anne & wayne wager
iris & ted wagner
lisa wahbe
elizabeth ward
linda & toby warson
Jacqueline weeks
Nancy & Michael wehr
Kamy e. wicoff
deborah wilds
Marcia williams
sarah williamson
Colleen willoughby
Carol wright
Korynne wright
Kate Janeway wright & 

howard wright
sheila wyckoff-dickey
susie wyckoff
ann Zamojski
anne & Michael Zubko



Active Members
diana A. Ackerley
Susan g.h. Adkins
Margaret Allison
eve Alvord
Susan y. Armstrong
Alta barer
debbi brainerd
Margaret breen
Alexandra A. brookshire
barbara A. Cahill
Sandra C. Carlson
brooke deboutray
Jacque doane
bonnie J. dunbar
Micki e. flowers
Carmen Walker gayton
vicki S. glant
vicki griffin
lyn grinstein
Sheryl gudaitis
patty hall
Jennifer higgins 
Marion hopkins
beverly Jefferson
deborah b. Jensen

barbara kirk 
Cori kirkpatrick
Shelley pemberton laramore
M.J. h. leventhal
Marcia Mcgreevy lewis
lisa losh
lynn M. Manley
Ann b. McCutchan
Janet v. Mcnae
nancy Mee
deborah Mizrahi
Joanne Montgomery
Sally Morbeck
lynn pigott Mowe
tina J. neiders 
eleanor C. nolan
Sheila b. noonan
nancy p. norberg
Molly e. pengra
Anne v.J. phelps
Susan Ward potts
elizabeth roberts
patricia A. rogers
gladys rubinstein
Jill ruckelshaus

Amy Addison rudolf
elizabeth rudolf
Wendy rush
Mary Alice Sangeorzan
virginia h. Schmidt
dorothy l. Simpson
kathleen Simpson
lesa Sroufe
Marnie briggs Stamper
Carlyn J. Steiner
delphine Stevens
Julie tall
lynn thomsen
Andrea griffin thoreson
Mary S. thornton
Caren langhammer tidwell 
beth A. toomey
Camille Uhlir
Marka Jenkins Waechter
iris Wagner
linda M. beasley Warson
deborah r. Wilson
Jennifer f. Wyatt
Anne h. zubko

Associate Members

Alexandra f. Morse
Marla Moss
yvonne pigott
vicki M. rauscher
Catherine b. roach
deborah rosen
Jeanie rosen 
Candice peterson
faye Sarkowsky
ty Scheumann
esther b. Schoenfeld
Anne fielding Simpson
Mari Stamper
linda hunter Suzman
Susan h. Swindells
ginny thomas
betty lou treiger 
Jean baur viereck
Anne Wager 
Margaret k. Walker
Carol Wright

Ambassador 
Members

Carmento floyd
phyllis Wise
Marti young

MEMBERSSeattle Chapter ArCS foundation Members

patty barrier 
Jan bauermeister
Sally S. behnke
betty bottler
lee brown
barbara Cable
Judith n. Clifford
Marlene durbin
barbara la gasa fowler
doris h. gaudette
ruth gerberding 
barbara goesling
pamela green
Cathi hatch
Jane hawkanson
betty hedreen
linda C. helsell
Mary ellen hughes
kay Calvert Maryatt
diane Mcdonald
linda Morgan

the ArCS foundation 33rd Annual luncheon is generously underwritten by:Achievement rewards for College Scientists

Seattle Chapter

ArCS® foundation, inc.

private Mailbox 429

4616 25th Avenue ne

Seattle, WA 98105

Email: information@seattlearcsfoundation.org

Website: www.seattlearcsfoundation.org

ArCS is registered in the U.S. patent & trademark office.


